
Leptons might not generate gravityHomer G. Ellis 1Department of Mathematis, University of Colorado at Boulder, 395 UCB,Boulder, Colorado 80309, USAAbstratA simple thought experiment suggests that, ontrary to assertions in an earlier Let-ter, onstany aross materials of the ratio of ative to passive gravitational massdoes not rule out that eletrons (and other leptons) ould have ative gravitationalmass zero, thus might not generate gravity. If they do not, then widely held assump-tions about the gravitational e�ets of various forms of energy annot be sustained.Key words: Ative gravitational mass; Passive{inertial mass; Leptons; Energyonditions; Drainhole; Traversable wormholeA September 2001 Letter [1℄ argues that improvements in the sensitivities ofertain experiments, that of Kreuzer [2℄ in partiular, ould settle the questionwhether leptons generate gravity. The argument has two parts. The �rst saysthat suh improvements ould establish more �rmly that the ratio of ativegravitational mass to passive gravitational mass (thus to inertial mass) is thesame for all material bodies. (The Letter refers to the uniformity of this ratioas `equality' of the masses, and takes the ratio to be 1, as an be arrangedby a suitable hoie of unit for the ative mass.) The seond part of theargument, whih is not made expliit, says that onstany of this ratio arossmaterials would require that not only the baryons but also the leptons in atomsgenerate gravity. The �rst part is unexeptionable, but the seond involves anunjusti�ed hidden assumption, whih an be exposed in the following way.As Eq. (2) of the Letter is presented, it states that if the eletrons in a materialbody do not generate gravity, but everything else in it does, then the ativemassMa of the body is its passive{inertial massMp;i redued by the sumM ep;iof the passive{inertial masses of its eletrons: Ma = Mp;i �M ep;i. Beause theexperiments in question an at best on�rm equality only between the ativemass and the passive{inertial mass of the whole body , this equation is notjusti�ed | but it is not the unjusti�ed assumption referred to above. Let us1 Email address: Homer.Ellis�Colorado.EDUPreprint submitted to Elsevier Siene 28 Deember 2006



replae Eq. (2) by an equation that would be justi�ed by suh on�rmationof equality, namely that Mp;i = Ma = M ea +M ra , where M ea is the sum of theative masses of the eletrons and M ra is the sum of the ative masses of theremaining onstituents of the body (whih masses are presumed to be additivequantities). 2 Now the unstated part of the argument of the Letter, if madeexpliit, would be that two homogeneous, geometrially ongruent, eletriallyneutral bodies B and B0, made of di�erent materials but having by designMp;i =M 0p;i, and by observationMa =M 0a, thusM ea +M ra =M ea 0+M ra 0, wouldhave nuleons in equal number, but di�erent numbers of protons, thus di�erentnumbers of eletrons, thereby ruling out the possibility that M ea = M ea 0 = 0,unless the atomi and moleular binding energies in B and B0 generate gravityin just the amounts required to balane the equationM ra =M ra 0. This is wherethe unjusti�ed assumption is hiding.Consider, for larity, the following thought experiment: A single, isolated hy-drogen atom, omprising one proton and one eletron, is approahed by anantineutrino. In a miraulous ourrene of reverse �-deay the antineutrinograbs the eletron and disappears with it into the proton, thereby onvert-ing the hydrogen atom into a neutron. If the eletron and the antineutrino(leptons both) have ative gravitational mass zero, would the neutron's grav-itational �eld di�er in any way from that of the hydrogen atom? If so, thenaording to onventional theory the di�erene must be attributed to hangesin the system's energy and passive{inertial mass. But if eletrons, whih havenonzero passive{inertial mass, don't gravitate, then the same may be trueof other manifestations of passive{inertial mass and, in light of E = mp;i2,of some forms of energy as well, in partiular of those that hanged in thetransition from hydrogen atom to neutron. It is thus perfetly onsistent withthe proposition that leptons do not generate gravity to not assume that thegravitational �eld will di�er for the hydrogen atom and the neutron. That itwill di�er is the hidden assumption in its barest form.Let us extend this analysis to the Kreuzer experiment. That experiment om-pared the gravitational attration exerted on test objets by eah of two homo-geneous, geometrially ongruent, eletrially neutral bodies A and B, di�er-ently onstituted but weighing the same, thus having the same passive{inertialmass Mp;i. The preision of the measurements allowed the inferene that theratios of ative to passive{inertial mass for the two bodies di�ered by less than5� 10�5. Again for larity, onsider an idealized version of the experiment inwhih body A is made of a single isotope of one element, eah of whose atomshas pA protons, the same number of shell eletrons, and nA neutrons, and2 The `additivity' of ative masses mentioned here, though preise in a linear theoryof gravity suh as Newton's, must be understood in a nonlinear theory suh asEinstein's as referring to a nonlinear superposition of gravitational e�ets that, atpoints an experimentally reasonable distane from the body, an be treated as linear.This is an assumption not treated in the previous Letter and not to be treated inthe present Letter; it too is not the unjusti�ed hidden assumption in question.2



body B is made of a single isotope of another element, eah atom of whih haspB protons and shell eletrons, and nB neutrons, with pA+ nA = pB + nB andpA > pB. In eah atom of body A, working from the outermost eletron shellinward, perform reverse beta deay by stuÆng pA� pB of its eletrons, alongwith as many antineutrinos, into its nulear protons, thus turning the protonsinto neutrons and the A atoms into B atoms, maintaining ongruene all thewhile. Now the bodies are identially onstituted and their weights, thereforetheir passive{inertial masses, are still the same. But if neither leptons norbinding energies generate gravity, 3 then the ative mass of body A before thetransformation is the same as that after the transformation, thus the sameas that of B, and therefore the ratio Ma=Mp;i is the same for A and B |despite that the passive{inertial masses and the binding energies of A's atomsand moleules have hanged. It is therefore the ase that a perfet-preisionnull result of the idealized Kreuzer experiment, and by straightforward exten-sion the atual experiment, annot rule out that leptons (and, onomitantly,binding energies) do not generate gravity.It is oneivable that, by themselves, the hanges in the passive{inertial massesand the binding energies of A's atoms and moleules would have inreased A'sative gravitational mass, but that this inrease was exatly mathed by a de-rease owed to a hange of moleular kineti energy neessary to maintain A'ssize, shape, and weight. It is also oneivable that they would have dereasedA's ative mass, and that this derease was ompensated by a hange of kinetienergy. It is, however, equally oneivable (and from a probabilisti standpointeven more likely) that none of these hanges would ause any hange in A'sative gravitational mass. Consequently, just as a null result of the Kreuzerexperiment annot rule out nongravitating leptons, neither an it exlude thatbinding energy and kineti energy do not produe gravity.A formulation of this onlusion that makes no referene to transmutation ofelements reads as follows: Ifa. two homogeneous, geometrially ongruent, eletrially neutral, materialbodies of equal densities have the same total number of protons and neu-trons, andb. every proton and every neutron, standing alone, would exhibit the sameative gravitational mass as every other proton and every other neutron,and. no onstituent, material or otherwise, of either body other than its protonsand neutrons generates any gravitational e�et at a point an experimentallyreasonable distane from that body, and3 In the ase of binding energies the `ungenerated gravity' in question is the gravityoutside the bodies, where the eletromagneti �eld vanishes. Within the bodiesthe eletromagneti �eld an be nonzero, thus might generate internal gravity notdetetable externally. This interpretation will be maintained throughout the presentLetter. 3



d. whatever nonlinearities exist in the superposition of the gravity of the pro-tons and neutrons of either body approximate those of the other body noless losely than do the nonlinearities in the superpositions of the eletro-magneti �elds generated by the bodies' onstituents,then probing of the gravitational �eld at an experimentally reasonable distanefrom either of those bodies would yield no information that would allow oneto deide whih of the bodies was generating that �eld.It is not simply that the Kreuzer experiment annot rule out that leptons,binding energy, and kineti energy do not gravitate. Rather it is that suhnongravitating is fully onsistent with absolute, preise onstany of the ra-tio of ative to passive{inertial gravitational mass aross all material bodiesomposed of atoms and moleules with protons and shell eletrons in equalnumbers, thus eletrially neutral. For this reason the other experiments itedin [1℄ as apable, with improvements in preision, of demonstrating that lep-tons gravitate annot do so, as the most they an do is inrease on�denein the onstany of that ratio. What an experiment using material bodiesarrying exess eletri harge might show is, of ourse, a di�erent matter.The notion that energy in all its forms produes gravity traes all the way bakto Einstein's 1916 paper Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativit�atstheorie [3℄.In that paper's x16, titled in translation The General Form of the Field Equa-tions of Gravitation, Einstein seeks a tensorial equation to orrespond to thePoisson equation r2� = 4���, where � denotes the \density of matter". Draw-ing on the speial theory of relativity's identi�ation of \inert mass" with\energy, whih �nds its omplete mathematial expression in . . . the energy-tensor", he onludes that \we must introdue a orresponding energy-tensorof matter T �� ". Further desribing this energy-tensor as \orresponding to thedensity � in Poisson's equation", he goes on to invent the �eld equation thatbears his name:R��� 12Rg�� = �8��T�� , as urrently expressed. Here Einsteinonfounded `gravitating mass', whih is the sole ontributor to the \densityof matter" in Poisson's equation, with \inert mass", thus with energy by wayof E = m2 and with `gravitated ' mass by way of the equivalene betweeninertial mass and passive gravitational mass. Whether suh a onfounding anbe justi�ed by experimental evidene is the underlying question addressed bythe previous Letter [1℄ and this one. 44 That Einstein onfounded ative mass with passive{inertial mass, knowingly orunknowingly, is borne out further by the statement in his x16 that for a \ompletesystem (e.g. the solar system), the total mass of the system, and therefore its totalgravitating ation as well, will depend on the total energy of the system, and there-fore on the ponderable energy together with the gravitational energy." (Emphasesadded.) Let it be remembered, however, that he thought of the �eld equation withthe \energy-tensor of matter" in it as similar to a building with one wing made of�ne marble (geometry) and the other of low-grade wood (energy-tensor), whih ulti-mately should be replaed by an equation whose arhitetural analog would onsistof marble alone [4℄. 4



If onfounding of ative gravitational mass with passive{inertial mass and withenergy is not justi�ed, then Einstein's �eld equation is open to modi�ationin two ways: a) some of the forms of energy usually inluded in the tensorT�� an be left out; b) the ouplings to geometry of those forms of energyleft in an di�er from the usual. In a paper that appeared some thirty yearsago [5℄, exerise of option (b) to reverse the polarity of the oupling of a salar�eld to geometry produed a spae-time manifold whih was desribed in [5℄as a `drainhole', and whih has sine been reognized as an early, perhapsthe �rst example of what is now alled a `traversable wormhole' [6,7℄. Speif-ially, with � governed by the wave equation 2� := �;�;� = 0 and saled sothat T�� = (1=4��)(�;��;� � 12�;��;� g��), Einstein's equation was replaed byR��� 12Rg�� = 8��T�� . Conventional wisdom says that this oupling somehowmakes the energy of the salar �eld be negative, and that the salar �eld musttherefore be assoiated with `exoti' matter. But if, as argued here, the ou-pling of energy to geometry is not ditated by experimental observation, thenone an just as well say that the energy of the salar �eld is positive, thatthe reversed-polarity oupling is as justi�able as the onventional oupling,and that nothing `exoti' is involved. This is learly apparent in [5℄, wherethe gravitational �eld is untangled from the geometry of spae, and the salar�eld is seen to be oupled essentially to the geometry of spae alone, even tothe extent that gravity an be turned o� ompletely while the drainhole staysopen. The e�et of the reversed polarity of the oupling is to let in the negativespatial urvatures that must be present if a stable traversable wormhole throatis to exist. With or without gravity turned on, the spae-time is horizonless,geodesially omplete, and singularity-free, the Penrose{Hawking singularitytheorems [8℄ having been esaped by denial of their primary hypotheses.A further demonstration of the reasonableness of the reversed-polarity ou-pling of the salar �eld to geometry ours in [9℄, whih extrats from the�eld equations a metri desribing a nonstati, nongravitating drainhole{traversable-wormhole whose throat, starting with in�nite radius in the in-�nitely distant past, hokes down to a single point, instantly reopens, thenexpands bak to in�nite size in the in�nitely distant future.Apropos of option (b), a relatively reent paper [10℄ has argued that not alltypes of energy are equivalent to mass, and that those that are not, suh aseletromagneti energy, an ouple to geometry in ways di�erent from the waythat mass ouples to it.As to option (a), if the presumption that kineti energy generates gravity isnot justi�ed, then the same should be true for pressure in a uid or a gas.This allows the usual mass-energy-stress-momentum tensor to be replaed byone without pressure terms. That produes a solution analogous to but simplerthan the Shwarzshild interior solution, whih I shall desribe in a subsequentpaper. 5



Lastly I would for historial purposes point out that, as noted in the previ-ous Letter, the question whether eletrons generate gravity was �rst posedexpliitly twenty years ago [11℄, if not earlier.Referenes[1℄ C.S. Unnikrishnan and G.T. Gillies, Phys. Lett. A 288 (2001) 161{166.[2℄ L.B. Kreuzer, Phys. Rev. 169 (1968) 1007{1012.[3℄ A. Einstein, Ann. der Physik 49 (1916) 769{822, translated in The Priniple ofRelativity (Dover, New York) 109{164.[4℄ A. Einstein, Essays in Physis (Philosophial Library, New York, 1950), p. 39.[5℄ H.G. Ellis, J. Math. Phys. 14 (1973) 104{118.[6℄ M.S. Morris and K.S. Thorne, Am. J. Phys. 56 (1988) 395{412.[7℄ G. Cl�ement, Am. J. Phys. 57 (1989) 967.[8℄ S.W. Hawking and G.F.R. Ellis, The Large Sale Struture of Spae-time(Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, U.K., 1973), pp. 256{275.[9℄ H.G. Ellis, Gen. Rel. Grav. 10 (1979) 105{123.[10℄ C.Y. Lo, Ap. J. 477 (1997) 700{704.[11℄ T. Jaobson, in 10th International Conferene on General Relativity andGravitation, Padova 4-9 July 1983. Vol. 2: Contributed Papers, eds. Bertotti, B.,De Felie, F., and Pasolini, A. (Consiglio Nazionale delle Rierhe, Roma, 1983)490{492.
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